structures. For instance, work on olfactory conditioning related brain potentials (ERPs) to a concept fusion in rats suggests that the hippocampus is involved in task in order to explore memory encoding of these two the formation of juxtaposition associations, while the types of associations between word pairs, followed parahippocampal region is critical to the formation of by a memory test for original pair order. Encoding fusion associations (Eichenbaum and Bunsey, 1995). In processes were isolated by subtracting fusion task addition, single-unit electrical recordings in monkeys ERPs corresponding to pairs later retrieved quickly have revealed neurons in prefrontal cortex that respond from ERPs corresponding to pairs later retrieved to both object and location information, presumably asslowly, separately for pairs fused successfully and unsociating these two types of information (Rao et al.,
by individual subject button press responses) during the encoding phase. These encoding phase ERPs were averaged separately for pairs to which individual subjects later responded quickly or slowly during the subsequent memory test. The encoding phase ERPs corresponding to pairs whose order was subsequently retrieved slowly were subtracted from the encoding phase ERPs corresponding to pairs whose order was subsequently retrieved quickly to yield ERPs reflecting encoding activity correlated with better or worse (i.e., quick or slow) memory retrieval ( Fernandez et al., 1999) . The idea behind this procedure is that, on average, items whose order is well encoded will elicit faster test phase responses than items whose order is more poorly encoded. The brain activity isolated in this way includes incidentally and intentionally engaged processes contributing directly or indirectly to memory encoding of information used in order recognition. This was done separately for fused and juxtaposed pairs in order to measure brain activity activity with excellent spatial resolution but that are relatively static with respect to the timescale of many neural events. In contrast, electophysiological data have su- 
ERP Data
The encoding phase ERPs were sorted and averaged Of particular interest is the relationship between (correct) response speed at test and response speed for according to encoding phase response type and test phase response speed, yielding ERPs corresponding to fused and juxtaposed pairs at encoding. Mean encoding phase reaction times were computed for the following the fused/later-fast-retrieval, fused/later-slow-retrieval, juxtaposed/later-fast-retrieval, and juxtaposed/laterconditions: fused/later-fast-retrieval (1688 ms), fused/ later-slow-retrieval (1848), juxtaposed/later-fast-retrieval slow-retrieval conditions (Figure 1) . In order to determine whether there were significant effects of fusion and subsupramarginal gyrus), left medial superior frontal gyrus, left middle temporal gyrus (extending into the angular sequent retrieval speed on neural activity, the encoding ERPs were divided into "early," "middle," and "late" time gyrus), posterior cingulate gyrus, precuneus, and left posterior-thalamus and/or posterior-insula. During the windows (i.e., 200-800, 800-2100, and 2100-3000 ms after the onset of the second word in each pair), and late epoch (2100-3000), juxtaposed pairs yielded sources in the left lingual gyrus, left anterior insula, and right the average voltages within these epochs were analyzed. Both the fusion and retrieval speed factors had posterior thalamus, while fused pairs yielded sources in the posterior cingulate and border between the left main effects or interactions that were significant in each epoch, indicating that these factors were correlated with medial and superior temporal gyri. neural activity during the encoding phase. ( 1994). Instead, the present experiment implicates right and for pairs that were later mistakenly classified as new, and also for pairs that appeared in the associative prefrontal activity (i.e., BA 9/46) in the episodic encoding of both fusion and juxtaposition associations (though task and those that appeared in the nonassociative task. The encoding effect (later-recognized minus later-notright prefrontal activity was more extensive in the fusion condition, including BA 10). Some previous studies have recognized) for pairs that appeared in the associative encoding task had a scalp topography with a right preyielded evidence for right prefrontal activation during memory encoding (e.g., Brewer et al., 1998; Klingberg frontal maximum, while pairs presented in the nonassociative task did not yield a significant encoding effect. and Roland, 1998; Wagner et al., 1998a), though these studies attributed their findings to processes linked with Unfortunately, the interpretation of these results is complicated by the fact that the encoding effect was commaterial specificity (nonverbalizable-visual versus verbal stimuli) rather than other factors, such as associative puted on the basis of item recognition rather than associative recognition and may therefore be more reflective mechanisms. However, results from other recent studies of verbal associative memory suggest a role for right of aspects of item encoding than associative encoding (which, if true, would still contradict the HERA model). prefrontal cortex in encoding, though these studies did not distinguish between different types of associations.
Furthermore, source localization was not performed on these ERP data, rendering a conclusion about the neuroFor example, Weyerts et al. (1997) instructed subjects to perform two different encoding operations (in sepaanatomical substrate of the right prefrontal topographic focus of the encoding effect problematic. rate experimental blocks) on word pairs, followed by a recognition test in which subjects had to judge whether A recent fMRI study by Mottaghy et al. (1999) examined the encoding and retrieval of high-imageability each presented pair was old or new. One encoding operation was associative in that it required subjects to press word pairs (see also Halsband et al., 1998) . Encoding showed right prefrontal activity compared with a pseua button to indicate whether or not each pair was semantically related, while the other encoding operation was doword baseline and compared with retrieval. Unfortunately, as their design did not examine encoding phase nonassociative and required subjects to press a button to indicate whether white was the color of at least one mechanisms correlated with later test performance, it is unclear whether this right prefrontal activity was speof the two objects described by the words in the pair. The subsequent recognition test required subjects to cifically implicated in memory encoding. Furthermore, the pseudoword and retrieval conditions may not have discriminate between previously seen pairs and new pairs constructed from words that had not been preprovided the best baselines for isolating encoding processes and excluding other correlated processes. and that the present study also yielded a significant formation of an association between two words perhaps involved forming one or more mental images that represent the association and that it is these visual images that are encoded. According to this scenario, findings of neuroanatomy of associative encoding. In their experiright prefrontal activation while encoding associations mental design, word triplets were presented in which may reflect the coding of these associations into visual one word represented a category label and the other form with the accompanying right prefrontal activation two words represented exemplars of the presented catresulting from material specific processing (Brewer et egory or other categories. Subjects' task was to judge al., 1998; Klingberg and Roland, 1998; Wagner et al., whether none, one, or two of the exemplars were drawn 1998a). from the displayed category. This was followed by a This counterargument is not, however, particularly cued recall test in which the category words were preplausible as a sole explanation for right prefrontal activsented and subjects were required to produce the exemity correlated with encoding. Even though there is reaplars that had been previously displayed with it. No son to believe that subjects may have encoded some significant right prefrontal activations were revealed by visual information during this task (see below), much of the encoding minus recall subtraction. The encoding the essential semantic content of the fusion associaphase did, however, show both positive and negative tions was undoubtedly functional or relational in nature linear trends in different areas of right prefrontal cortex (Gagne and Shoben, 1997; Wiskniewski, 1997). Neveras a function of whether zero, one, or two exemplars of theless, there were no discernable sources in the left the category item were present, a factor hypothesized dorsolateral prefrontal region typically activated in studto interact with associative encoding. Unfortunately, the ies of semantic memory retrieval and verbal episodic generalizability of the Lepage et al. findings to the presmemory encoding (Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000) . This sugent study is limited by the fact that their examination of gests that the information encoded in the present experiactivations during associative encoding was not continment is not of the same type as that encoded in the gent on subsequent performance in the memory test typical verbal memory encoding study using single (though behavioral performance in the recall task was words as stimuli. Table 1) In all figures, activations (current densities) for juxtaposed and fused pairs are displayed as statistical parametric maps of t scores reflecting voxel by voxel tests of the null hypothesis of zero current density. Positive t values exceeding the p ϭ 0.025 criterion (p ϭ 0.05, two-tailed) are displayed. These t values are scaled separately for each time window and condition (fused/juxtaposed) using the criterion of t ϭ 2.306 as the minimum (green on the color scale) and the largest t value for that condition as the maximum (red on the color scale). Statistically significant negative t values are not shown. For the 200-800 ms epoch, the maximum t score was 2.40 for the juxtaposition condition and 5.17 for the fusion condition.
tion for the present findings is that the right prefrontal this epoch contains most of the behavioral responses indicating that a fusion association had been discovactivity was at least partly due to the associative nature of the information encoded rather than being due to ered. In contrast, these processes should have persisted longer into the middle epoch for the juxtaposition condimaterial specificity.
Another interesting aspect of the present results contion, because a fusion association had not yet been found. This interpretation is supported by the fact that cerns the time course of the right prefrontal sources. In the fusion condition, right prefrontal sources appear in encoding phase reaction times were ‫004ف‬ ms longer for juxtaposed pairs than for fused ones. According to the early epoch, but disappear in the middle epoch in favor of a source in the left medial superior frontal gyrus this conjecture, the left anterior medial prefrontal source obtained only in the middle epoch for the fused pairs (BA 10). In contrast, in the juxtaposition condition, a right prefrontal source is evident in the middle epoch may involve the discovery or judgment of an acceptable fusion association. However, it is unlikely that this left and is not replaced by a left prefrontal source. This pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that right pre-BA 10 source reflects the maintenance in working memory of fusion associations, as this source did not persist frontal activation in the present task may reflect processes necessary to the search for an acceptable fusion into the late epoch. Instead, this latter function may be associated with the left temporal activation extending association, such as the maintenance of the pairs in working memory, the construction of candidate fusions, from the middle through the late epoch. Interestingly, the present study did not yield evidence and/or the evaluation of these fusions. In the fusion condition, these processes would usually have been of the left dorsolateral prefrontal activation typically found in neuroimaging studies of verbal memory encodterminated by the middle epoch, since the early part of Table 1) The maximum t score was 2.36 for the juxtaposition condition and 4.87 for the fusion condition.
ing (e.g., Tulving et al., 1994; Wagner et al., 1998b) . the encoding of associations, closer consideration of their experimental design suggests a related, though For example, a PET study by Dolan and Fletcher (1997) focused on brain regions involved in processing verbal somewhat different, role for this region. First, it is important to note that their analyses were not contingent on associations during encoding. They presented category-exemplar pairs of words (e.g., DOG-BOXER) dursubsequent recall performance, so these analyses did not necessarily isolate only encoding-related processes. ing an initial block of trials. This was followed by blocks in which either new category terms were paired with Second, as Dolan and Fletcher correctly point out, the subtraction that isolates processes responding to pair the same exemplars (e.g., SPORTSMAN-BOXER), new exemplar terms were paired with the same categories novelty is likely primarily reflecting proactive interference from previous presentations of the same old items (e.g., DOG-LABRADOR), both terms were presented earlier (e.g., DOG-BOXER), or both terms were new (e.g., repaired with other old items. Similarly, other neuroimaging studies have also implicated left dorsolateral FOOD -BISCUIT). Subjects' task was to memorize the pairs in preparation for subsequent cued recall tests. press responses, subjects were unlikely to have been continuing their attempts to fuse the concept pairs. InWhile the study of Dolan and Fletcher (1997) would seem to implicate left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in stead, because they knew that there would be a memory Table 1) The maximum t score was 3.48 for the juxtaposition condition and 2.79 for the fusion condition.
test following the encoding phase, they were likely atInterestingly, an activation in the "left thalamus" was also detected during the middle time window for fused tempting to memorize the pairs. Thus, neural activity during this epoch might be hypothesized to represent pairs. The fact that deep "thalamic" activation occurred in the middle epoch for the fused pairs and in the late mechanisms involved in the rehearsal of the pairs in working memory and the encoding of the pairs into longepoch for the juxtaposed pairs suggests that this activity may represent some operation performed on the end term memory, rather than processes involved in selection and association formation. The findings for the late product of the fusion attempt (whether successful or unsuccessful), perhaps involving the encoding into time window indicate activations in the thalamus, left anterior insula, and left lingual gyrus for the juxtaposed memory of this end product. Since fusion button press responses occurred earlier than juxtaposition button pairs, and activations in the posterior cingulate and left temporal lobe for the fused pairs. press responses, a temporal offset between such subcortical activity on fusion and juxtaposition trials would As for the estimated thalamic source, though lesion studies have implicated the thalamus in memory encodnot be unexpected. Speculatively, such "thalamic" activations may actually represent activity in other subcorti- 
